
SLT Digital Services is a daughter company of SLT-MOBITEL (Sri Lanka Telecom Group), the national ICT
solutions provider in Sri Lanka. With an annual turnover in excess of Rs 90 billion and with 8,500+
employees. SLT-Mobitel group is one of the country's largest companies listed in the Colombo Stock
Exchange (CSE). The group provides domestic and corporate services which includes fixed and mobile
telephony, broadband, data services, IPTV, cloud computing and hosting services, and networking
solutions to domestic, public and private sector customers.

SLT Digital Services (SLT-DIGITAL) is a long-standing member of ALSMA. Since 2005 Sri Lanka Telecom
has been the publisher of the Sri Lanka’s only business directory, known as Rainbow Pages.

Former CEO of SLT-DIGITAL, Mr. Malraj Balapitiya, a long-term Board member of ALSMA, launched in
the year 2015 a major transformation of the Rainbow Pages business to become a digital marketing
company while expanding the digital products portfolio.

SLT Digital Services continues to print and to distribute the printed Rainbow Pages, although due to
COVID-related restrictions the 2020 edition was not distributed as planned. At that time a special
section was added to the online directory giving easy access to COVID-related information and
services.

In addition the directory data is available for search online, SLT-DIGITAL has diversified its main
business from printed directories into a digital services marketing agency, offering digital marketing,
web creations and event management and activation and branding solutions, in addition to the print
directory. The company has successfully retained a majority of its advertisers offering solutions with a
mix of products online and offline.

During 2021 SLT-DIGITAL will completely revamp and re-scope the national business directory,
Rainbow pages print version to optimise costs. The digital directory is being further enhanced with
new capabilities.

An important development is to implement online transactions. The strategic road map for this next
stage of development is underway.

SLT-DIGITAL CEO, Mr. Upul Manchanayake reports “This is a giant step in our progress and a
comprehensive expansion of our portfolio which even our international competitors have not yet
achieved.”

“SLT-DIGITAL will focus to boost SMEs in post-COVID-19 era. Digital marketing activities will be
strengthened with creative, strategic and technical development capabilities to handle 360 degree
requirement of marketing, advertising and promotional activities of the client’s products & services.”

“We will also seek collaborative models with advertising agencies.”

To reflect the changes from printed services to digital services significant changes have been
introduced to the sales process. The existing sales channels have been scaled up with product
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portfolio. Sales units have been amalgamated as a ‘One Sales Team’ strengthened with product
portfolio bundling. A referral sales model has also been introduced for the parent company and a
country-wide dealership for telecommunications products and services acquired.

Mr. Manchanayake reports, “ The SLT-MOBITEL brand name is the key factor for SLT Digital Services to
approach the customers and to win their trust for new products. In addition to that the brand
amalgamation of SLT and Mobile arm MOBITEL as “SLT-MOBITEL” has given huge mileage.”

“SLT-DIGITAL will continue to enhance the digital experience of its customers. Its strategy is to become
a lifestyle solution provider with a wide range of servicers in a digital platform. Future years will see an
expansion into data analytics and data science”.

Change of Leadership Hands in SLT Digital Info Services (Pvt) Limited

In May, 2021 Mr. Malraj Balapitiya stepped down from his duties as CEO,
handing over the reins at SLT Digital Info Services to CEO, Mr. Upul
Manchanayake.

Engineer Upul Manchanayake is a Chartered Engineer & Corporate
Member of the Institution of Engineers (Sri Lanka). He counts over 26
years’ experience in the telecommunication industry as a technical and
engineering professional with extensive experience in project
management well acquainted with technology best practices and a
qualified professional in engineering management.

He holds a Master of Business Administration from the Preston University of USA.

To provide the benefit of simplicity of one provider with multiple digital and advertising services, and
deliver a better value to the customer, SLT-DIGITAL will strengthen the group synergy by capitalising
on the brand unification of SLT and Mobitel.

“While we strengthening our infrastructure, I am sure we have to get ready to grab new opportunities
around the country and also to face unpredictable challenges ahead of us. I strongly believe in
adopting new technologies, implementation of next generation focused business models, innovations
to steer SLT-DIGITAL forward with a new vision.

Our objective is to provide superior services for B2B, B2C, and B2G, which includes all consumers,
businesses and Government institutions.”

www.sltds.lk

MESSAGE FROM ALSMA

The Board of ALSMA would like to thank Mr. Malraj Balapitiya for his loyal service to ALSMA over
many years and for his dedication to the sharing of experiences across Asia.

We would like to welcome the new SLT-DIGITAL CEO, Mr. Upul Manchanayake to ALSMA and to wish
him great success in the continued growth and progress of the SLT-DIGITAL company.

http://www.sltds.lk

